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Although Austria’s political system changed four times from World War I to the post-World 
War II period, the Vienna police survived as an institution. It maintained certain mindsets 
and investigative practices but modified others during the transformations from imperial 
monarchy to republicanism, Austro-fascism, Nazism, and back to republicanism again. 
Some of the police’s history is controversial, including their cooperation with military intelli-
gence during World War I to create a new surveillance apparatus, their repression of 
worker demonstrations in 1927, the involvement of some members in the putsch against 
Dollfuß in 1934, the police’s role in guarding deportation transports of Jews in 1942, and 
policemen who served as security police in Nazi-occupied Europe. On the other hand, 
there are cases of police who helped the Austrian resistance, assisted partisans abroad, 
and helped Jews avoid being deported to concentration camps. This presentation will dis-
cuss the preliminary results of an investigation of 83 Viennese policemen who served in 
the Kripo, Gestapo, or Grenzpolizei, illuminating their life stories. It will also present an an-
alytical framework explaining how different types of policemen adapted to changes in the 
regime, and what motivated some to commit crimes, while others did not.  
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